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(:11).  There are some corrections to Gans making. We have not taught to use Al in the 

caustic, and do not use caustic in the Gans process. The procedure we lay out in the 

Blueprint must be followed so it doesn't become toxic. If it is not on the blueprint do not 

follow it.  (:14).    (:16).  

(:24).  

(:33).  

(:44).     ... How do we elevate souls individually. (:46).  This is partly what we do with 

the Mozhen training, they have been trying to reach. To elevate the soul is very easy, it 

is to give at the strength which can be received. The common denominator on this 

planet is the AA, so our wishes are received by someone, somewhere, somehow. It is 

the targeting of it to where it should be. How do we do this, give to the people who will 

change and understand. It is one of the easiest things to do, take a picture of who you 

want to elevate the soul of, you'll reach because you have the image which is like 

someone giving you a telephone number. This is the beauty of the present time, of what 

we understand, you are given a telephone number, you dial and it reaches. Now you 

have a face and that matches exactly with the soul, if they want to do it ??? elevate their 

souls they'll receive it. Many world leaders need it as do many people. We see the game 

of politic,  (:48). and that game has to be a peace politic. So it is for you to do, we 

already have those who incite peace on the front and pay for wars on the back. 15 

 

(:51).  Albert Pike told of world war III back in 1870's. Q: We need to reach a critical 

mass for the change to take place. That was true back when we only knew about the 

matter state, but now that the man knows about the state of the soul there is no critical 

mass. One man can change but it has to be agreed by the others, one soul can bring the 

change. Rick says that is a good point it may only take even 1% to change. That's why I 

am asking the KF supporters because we have enough amongst ourselves to change. 

This court case in Belgium is set to put me in prison for 25 to 30 years on the fake 

charges and then destroy the KF that the peace movement dies. This is the whole object, 

the fake setting up and we have seen the instrument behind it, we saw DL orchestrate 

the police, judge and lawyer. We have seen these people, for years they blocked the 

peace from moving, now we have moved. Belgium will not touch me, because it is the 

wish of the man to bring peace. Because we have seen the dirt that these people create,  

(:54). fake documents, allegations, and they have done this all their lives. Everyone 

could see DL orchestrating the police arm and arm. People said that we were imagining 

this, and now we have seen it in the court how he was with the police and the rest of it. 

These people are used to abuse and they need to have their souls raised up, they are the 

instruments of the war. 44 

(1:01). 

... we never understood the process of the soul or its elevation, that leads to the creation 

of Physicality. This is where the new science and T comes into operation.  (1:05). where 



we see the operation of the soul. The beauty of it is that when you elevate your own soul 

through understanding and correct use and application of the (), what is free energy, 

because your soul came from the energy came from the energy of the U, from the 

energy of the solar system and planet. You were not born out of nowhere and 

suddenly became a being with a soul. ?? our soul is the interaction of the fields of 

the U, it carries its beauty. It is us who have ignored this to ourselves. We have 

chosen this path because we can bring everybody else ?? our own shortcoming. It is 

time for the man to elevate his own soul, then we find peace, and motion that we can do 

(whatever we need). I tell you something Mr. DL, you never made a single drop of 

Gans, of ZnO2. You are a very good maker, you made the cubes and everything else, 

make yourself a CO2 and ZnO2 ... 

 

(1:09). 

... DL claims that Keshe has scammed but we have documents that DL was paid to write 

the contracts, if they're scams then he has to answer for it. 

 

(1:12).  DL signed a 20 years non-disclosure contract with me and the KF. DL go to the 

courts on Monday and say that you have written the contracts with your brother who is 

a lawyer. I have asked my lawyers for you to stand (in the courts), but you can't at the 

same time be on the other side. You wrote the agreements with the volunteers. You 

organized the scam as you are trying to accuse us of. You are the prime responsible 

party. We'll bring it in the European court of justice. I pray for your soul, stand up in the 

court for what you have signed as a contract, as you have given to the people to sign and 

have personally written every word in that contract. I let your soul play with your 

judgment. The process of understanding as I explained last time, I'll explain more in 

detail. We are created out of the rays within the center of the U.  (1:14). In 

interaction and reduction in strength and division by the strength, in certain 

strength fields, in collection of the totality of expansion of the U, some energies and 

dynamic fields have come together over billions of years these fields lead to the 

creation of what we call the sun, where the plasmas gather together. The same 

process repeats itself again because the sun is the same as the energy center of the 

U. Now the heavier and larger amount of the energy which are collected in this span of 

the U that we call our sun, it radiates out and does the same thing again. It radiates its 

fields out and in interaction with the fields of itself leads to the creation of the planets. 

In this process, the same process happens again, the interaction of the earth with its 

environment and cooling and exchange with the strength of the other things, in the 

environment of the space of the solar system leads to creation of man, ?? cell matter 

state, and that in itself, the coming together and slowing down in certain ways as we 

call, leads to another sun, we call the soul of the Man. This is the truth about the life and 

creation of the Man. If the soul of the Man can understand and absorb and be correct 

with his conduct he can become the strength of the fields  (1:16). and carry the strength 

of the field of the planet which came to ?? his creation. And if the soul can understand, 

with the same process can interact, be correct, can absorb ?? within itself the totality of 

the strength of what it needs, he shall become the sun. And then the same soul has the 

energy that it can absorb within the solar system, within the galaxy, and shall become 

the center of the U. This happens on earth, we call it the rain, it comes from and goes 

back to. In the solar system we call it the planetary system, we come from the rays we 

become the planet and we go back to the mother. The same thing happens to the 

galaxies, the solar systems they get absorbed back in ?? to the U. The life and process in 

the U is the same, it doesn't matter what exchange ??  So what is the Man fighting for? 



Why do we fight for something that has come from the point of creation and in the 

process it goes back to the creation. The soul of the Man as the energy of the earth gives 

the face of Man and of the earth, and that process is the same for the soul of the Man. 

Our soul in the reduction of strength, and in interaction of the emotions of the fields of 

the environment leads to manifestation of the existence of the Man.  (1:18). But once it 

is completed does it need the face or can it become free from it, what we call the soul to 

be free and detached from its existence. Our soul is part of the process of the creation. 

In the future the key to one question shall be the answer ... as we saw that the sun 

became the earth, and the earth man's soul, what will be the destiny of the soul of man, 

now becomes free at the point of departure from Physicality. Will it become the sun for 

the creation of another life, many lives, or a collection of lives, this shall be and is how 

it happens. When you create a soul which is not correct, which acts with misconduct 

and by itself cannot give, you lead to the creation of the next cycle of creation which has 

started the wrong way, the wrong strength. This is one thing the man has never 

understood you become the creator of another universe, another cycle, and this is what 

you have to judge with the ?? structure of the soul of man. What would I like that cycle 

to be. In the Physical life we create children, in the dimension of life in the soul of man, 

what that man, soul will create, if man has thought up to now that, when I die that's it, 

my point is finished,  (1:20). that is as much fallacy as when the sun is destroyed in any 

shape or form there shall be nothing left, but we know that the parts of the sun become 

part of the galaxy and part of new life, so it shall be with the soul of the Man. The 

judgment of the man has to be according to what he sees about the future his soul can 

conduct to be. The day of judgment is for the man and not in front of the Creator. What 

my soul judges to be and what it shall create. Man has never understood and won't 

understand until he can sort out this dilemma within himself. The Reality is very, very 

real and that is as we see the energy of the galaxy becomes the sun, whose energy has 

become the earth, whose energy has become the soul of Man, and so shall be the energy 

of the soul ?? itself become another cycle of life. How can you change when you don't 

understand. How can you change the process of understanding if you do not understand 

the process of creation. Do we need to extend the understanding of the Man that what is 

the future, that it brings. We can't forget about our children and what kind of education 

they get, what they'll wear and how happy they'll be,  (1:22).  where they'll sleep. Now 

the man has be to careful and consider what life shall my soul create because those are 

the children of your soul. As we see the rays of the sun have become a planet and there 

are 7 billion children of it and which is growing unlimited. So the soul of the man will 

go through the same process. How many billions and subdivisions of matter state of the 

physicality of man your soul shall create. Will it be the soul of wars and conflict and 

forever killing or will it be like the soul of the solar system which is peaceful. This is 

the truth and reality of the soul of the man. First of all we never understood that the soul 

of man is within the structure of the man, and now that we understand that on departure 

from physicality as a man, the same process will carry on as it does with the stars and 

planets, and the soul becomes another energy source of a higher order which itself leads 

to the creation, it becomes a star, a new center of a new cycle of creation. This is what 

the human race has to understand the cycle actually starts on the point of death and 

doesn't finish at the point of death. In so many ways if one understands, specks of dust 

came together to make the solar system, so has the specks of the atoms come to be the 

creator of man,  (1:24).  and the essence of creation on the specks of dust of the solar 

system has lead to the creation of the man, so shall be the fields from the soul of man 

lead to the creation of another cycle of life. What kind of life would man like his soul to 

create. This is the day of judgment. Up to today you were not aware of it, but now you 



have no choice but to understand. From today you are aware of it and responsible to it. 

Your conduct has to be to elevate your soul so that what you become the creator of, 

stands correct in the conduct of its ?? We don't tell fairytales this is the truth, as you see 

the process doesn't stop with one sun, the cycle carries on. It is very interesting how 

humanity will handle the fact that now it knows the truth about creation. It will take 

decades for man to understand, then those who are the tools of war will have nothing, 

they'll become the dust of the solar system until the day they learn more. As they can 

not create a new cycle through their own soul. This is the elevation of the soul of the 

Man, to be part of the creation of the beautiful life for the next cycle.  (1:26). When you 

don't have it you have to become (just) another cell in of the body a bigger structure, 

where you are just there (1 of billions), whereas you could have been the soul of the 

Man. They say (tell me) do not create fear. I give you the point of love of the creation. If 

you cared about your children that they should have the best, your true children will 

come out of your soul in the coming time. How would you like to achieve, when you 

are in comfort with yourself (while at the same time ?) the cause of so much mayhem. 

This is the truth and it will take man a long time to understand. Now that we understand 

that the soul is the operator and creation of the future, ??? extend the life . Whatever is 

gathered by the soul, at the end becomes its point of reference of its own creation of its 

own dimension. But the strangest thing is, what he creates from his soul shall become 

the creator of the other souls. This is the beauty about the creation, and if one 

understands it, understands that there is no limitation. Any Questions?  (1:28). If a soul 

becomes elevated doesn't also have to have the necessary knowledge that it doesn't get 

manipulated on this planet? ??? I think ?? feeding was the interaction of the fields from 

the soul to the Physicality. What do you think the knowledge is? It's the same. 

Knowledge has a strength and understanding, it means that I have a strength that 

I can comprehend my environment. The same as with the emotion, I can feel my 

environment cold or warm. Knowledge has a strength limit and what one can 

understand. Understanding this it is easy to elevate ones soul. I explained something 

very crucial to the Mozhens today, if they understand they can extend their knowledge 

of their souls beyond the present knowledge understanding of man. I said very simply, I 

have been there when the planet needed to rescued or saved.  (1:30).  And it is done 

because the soul of the planet is peaceful. Not that the planet had to saved. This is the 

difference, when the soul of the man is at peace, the time of the trouble when it comes 

to it will be saved but ?? those who respect peace they come to it, not being ?? called 

for. Many times we have spoken about the Second Sun and what is to happen, it's a 

natural process we are entering in the higher field strength of the galaxy and the 

elements will come together, our present scientists they call it a fusion, I call it inter-

atomic. When the 2 Suns come together they'll create a mayhem on the planet. The 

responsibility on the UC and EC is not only the Man but also the content of this planet 

which has a soul, ?? it means it has converted itself that it has a feeling and knowledge 

about its environment. Many people ask how do we save, if there comes a meteorite as 

we had with the dinosaurs, how will we survive it?  Now you have the key, if you make 

a peaceful man from the soul of this planet, the Man himself will move the planet, the 

savior of the man will be the man himself,  (1:32). and those who care for the existence 

of a peaceful planet. If you want to be saved choose the path of peace through the 

knowledge which you have been given. It is that simple. The simplicity of it is its 

problem. Any other questions. Paul from Togo says I would like you to give everybody 

1 tool to elevate each of the countries. Our government in Togo requested France for 

some military material but they refused. I would like everyone to help us create the 

conditions,  (1:34). for peace in Togo. ... we need more peace inside the soul of 



everyone. First point is to enlighten everyone in the world about peace and secondly and 

solve the conflicts in the world. First to maintain peace in Togo and to stop giving war 

material to Africa and the world. Maybe we can add something to what you requested, 

my wish of for peace in Africa. The KF will announce in coming weeks the opening of 

more the 10 to 20 KF manufacturing services across Africa. (1:36). We have secured 

positions last night to be able to announce it. It was announced last night to the UC. We 

develop, deliver and encourage the African nations through the new T to bring T instead 

of tools of war. It will be called the KF global operation will be based in Ghana. We 

have brought in, accepted and merged with organizations will allow KF manufacturing 

to rapidly spread across Africa within the next 12 months. The skills and investments 

have been added. This is the way we set to change and allow it to come in. We become 

a power in knowledge that we bring peace across Africa through pan African KF. We 

worked very hard in the last 6 months to set up KF products with certification and we 

have achieved it. In the next few weeks KF will move in massive production facilities 

which then allows us to start manufacturing across pan African nations. We have seen 

the facilities to bring peace and have gained enough confidence,  (1:38).  that we move 

out of Ghana Atomic division into an independent division, and hopefully be given a Pl 

division on its own and become part of Ghana and pan African. We have requested for a 

commission to be appointed and it will be done, because the new T needs its own 

operation. What we announce today is what Paul has been doing, he has been making 

Power Units, MaGrav materials for the government to test, he delivered 2 last week and 

2 before. He works closely with the Military so that they can see the change, for that 

reason we will invest in Togo to develop factories very rapidly, which can support the 

nation. We will not put cross references but we'll extend the production to Togo and 

beyond. ?? an office will opened for manufacturing in the coming weeks. The same in 

Nigeria and the new collaboration in South Africa, and we'll extend to 25 nations in the 

next 6 months. This has been a lot of hard work and we have attracted a management 

team and distribution offices and scientists. ... I welcome the new collaborators and put 

the hand to the others. (1:40). The move will come that no nation in Africa will need to 

buy arms. In the next few months we'll push for no borders across Africa. We have the 

technological advances to show and now with the first certification of materials by the 

KF, of standards by the governments.  Without the borders no need for the arms. This is 

how we bring peace. We are asking the governments to invest in the new T instead of 

buying arms. If they don't do it we'll raise the funds to do it, because it's extremely 

lucrative to feed their nations instead of buying arms. The new organization, KF Global 

will cover every aspect. The next nation after Ghana will be Liberia.  (1:42). Everything 

has been set up and will see it in next 6 months. .. one of the conditions for the open 

investment is to sign the nation to peace. We have committed the KF to over 21 million 

euros investments in Ghana and that will be carried out, the same will be with other 

nations and it will come out of the KF processes, now that we have the certifications we 

know the potential of the work that we can achieve. This is the beauty of it. We have 

attracted partners that will invest.  In the coming years the KF will extend to 84 nations. 

Sign the peace (treaty) and we'll invest 1 to 2 billion in your nation. .. our collaborators 

don't look for profits they have the same ethos as the KF.  (1:44). If you have 

international management and business skills and understand the KF work in 

manufacturing and processing send us an email. Especially in Africa. Investing in 

technologies that bring peace across nations. For example, with Togo and Ghana if you 

both are investing in KF technology for peace why do we need the borders. Today is the 

first day of summer and in that process we extend our work for world peace through the 

factories and giving the life back to Africa. I will make every effort that no nation in 



Africa will invest in arms. We see problems in Liberia where 85% of the products from 

the farm never reaches the port because there are few roads and the shelf life of the 

products are only a few days because of the heat.  (1:46). Paul go back to Togo and tell 

the general if he signs himself to peace we'll invest millions. This is the gift I can give 

you. Paul says he is ready to work with us. Put the paper in front of him and tell him to 

take it to the president and we are ready to invest.  (1:48).  

(1:55). Angelo made a MaGrav in a bucket of Pl water.  

.. Have you connected it to the Mains? and what is the outcome?  (1:59).  

solar S and body 

 

(2:05).  

have to remove capacitors they can't take high current (100 kwh) 

 

(2:07).  I don't need to Gans coat the coils because I have them in LP. Yes, you see 

water but in reality you Gans materials carry a certain amounts if you don't filter it the 

way we do in the factory, you (actually) have some Gans' floating in there. Arman did a 

test putting pure Pl water in a ball and there was some residue of Gans in  the boundary 

when rotated. In the factory we filter those particle out. Those particle left in are an 

energy supply. In the bottom bucket you can add any kind of Gans' to make it heavier, 

but then all the energy will sit at the bottom. If you can hang columns of Gans'. We 

bought a spiral glass container and the Gans stays more or less equally concentrated 

throughout the spiral, it has 8 to 10 turns on it and the Gans doesn't go all the way to the 

bottom. I expected it all to go to the bottom but it evenly distributed itself.  (2:09). so 

you have a balanced distribution. (it doesn't follow the law of physics). This way equal 

energy is transferred to the coils.   After I added all the Gans waters it turned a little 

gold color. This is the Cu, it's an atomic structure that is nano sized, but it is still in the 

atomic condition of the Cu, we see this quite often or it becomes green sometimes. 

(2:11).  I only lightly coated the coils with Gans, so very little it the LP, but nothing 

settles to the bottom. If you understand the process it will be more interesting. This is 

the way in our body that the atomic structure is held, all the ions of Zn or Cu doesn't go 

to our foot. In a Gans state, everything you have created is in a total Gans state, a total 

virtual plasmatic condition. What you see in suspended condition is a Cu in M G 

spacing itself,  (2:13).  

(2:21). 

(2:26). John from AZ. They have discovered how to make the Gans of H and ?? but are 

not sharing it because he says if your soul is ready you'll discover it. He says it wasn't 

until my wishes were in alignment with what I wanted to create that I was successful. 

When he touched it with his heart that he discovered it was right in front. Their souls 

will teach them. I taught you freely you can't be that mean, teach them also. I taught 

Armand in last few days how to make Tritium in a very easy way. (2:30). I will give 

some hints. If you are dealing with H atoms start with something that contains the H 

atoms, in a Pl state you are able to pull the H atoms away from .. in water. Why are you 

wasting time this way, just tell us easily. Let them fly, we give them the tool if they 

want to do it let them. I taught you very easily how to make it. I'll give you a starting 

point. How do you make Tritium. Tritium is CH3 when we put our salts in there we 

were able to separate the molecules. (Keshe laughs). The problem is when you make T. 

We don't make T but a Gans that has the property of T. T is more or less 3 neutrons in 

the CH3,  (2:32). 3 protons, 3 electrons, and it has 3 addition neurons. If you look at 

CH3 and understanding at a Pl level, and going back to the first box you ever made 

which was a N coated Cu and Zn plate which you created a C, if you make a closed box 



... Arman is rolling his eyes, the secret is out of the bag, he thought he had something 

extra and now you are all equal. Let me draw it. This is the fuel for the space 

technology. Now I'll teach you how to make a very effects Gans of Tritium, and the 

Nuclear Centers are going to shoot you, just be very careful. Sorry Armand. You used 

to use a N coated Cu here and Zn plate here, then in center you created Carbon MG 

field which in the saltwater you extracted CONH, (oh my Jewish blood that's where I 

come from), then the attachment to the O (from the air) and attaching to C and getting 

CO2 at the bottom. Then to get CH3 you put a container above the water and seal the 

entire box totally, now you start the process. What happens is this Carbon MG plasma 

will extract the C from CH3,   (2:35). what you are left here with (in the box above the 

water) is a pure Tritium level H3, we call it a plasma Tritium. In the matter state you are 

talking about H3 (H+H+H). In the plasma state it's different, it behaves different, 

because in matter state you have 1 electron and 1 proton in each H. In a plasma fields 

this proton stays proton, the accumulation of the fields of the 3 electrons, plasmatic 

fields will create 2 neutrons. So now you have the property strength of Plasmatic 

Tritium material Gans. What is left in the box above the water is pure plasma T if you 

can collect it. And it is the secret to space technology fuel. In a space rod fuel you work 

like this, inner circle H, middle Deuterium, and out circle Tritium, or visa versa 

according to what you can do. The flow between the H and T if you can connect and 

understand how to do it, you can instantaneously become G or M. This is how you load 

you systems for your SS.  (2:37).  John says, what I did was get a MaGrav. Keshe says I 

was speaking to the Mozhens so you don't have this (a MaGrav) in your brain so you 

have to try something else. Now you have seen how to make T in a Pl level, it is not a 

matter level. You can play a second game in a very easy way to produce Deuterium and 

H. We are not talking atomic molecular, but Plasma. And then I leave this secret to John 

so he has something to teach. Would you like to teach us how you make Deuterium. We 

change the power level when we are making CH3 to a higher voltage, and a black rather 

then orange color, it becomes a black color. We don't turn it up too high, just a higher 

level. And the black stuff at the bottom that most people have been throwing away is the 

Deuterium. That's very mean you have to show it to us, share the screen and show us, 

you are too American, can we have some secret please. Can you draw it for us. You 

have N coated Cu and chicken wire (Zn and Fe), normally when we make it without any 

power, now we add current, the minus electrode to N coated plate, and put the plus to 

the chicken wire, and add about 0.5 volts, and we create a black material.  (2:40). The 

other person, Armand, says plus to N coated and minus to non N coated.  And how do 

you make H, we use the Coke bottles and use a Carbon stick, first N coat the Coke 

bottle, we have a tube coming out of the Coke bottle into a bucket of saltwater, put a C 

rod in the saltwater itself and one in the Coke bottle that has saltwater also, and also 

some caustic material, I chop up little pieces of Coke bottle and put it inside the main 

Coke bottle, so I am pulling all of the plastic as a CH bond,  (2:42).  we are pulling all 

of the H out of the bonding with the plastic, it takes quite awhile, I poke a hole at the 

water level in the Coke bottle so we can get a reaction with the power. We collect 3 

different materials 1 in Coke bottle, 1 in the main container around the bottle, and the 

third one is where the tube from the Coke bottle goes into the saltwater. They each have 

a different color, in the Coke bottle is a bluish tinge to it, outside the Coke bottle has a 

black C look to it, and where the tube goes into saltwater has a gold-ish color. Each has 

the property of H but each acts different. It's too complicated, I never made it that 

complicated. (John) It's hard to make, it took me 20 times to get it right. (2:44). One of 

the easiest ways is to use Al for atomic H, a slow and not rapid process, and cold 

caustic, and let it slowly evaporate. When the Gans is completed you don't see anything 



in the water and then after awhile you see black stuff at the bottom which is the Gans of 

Al but the gas released is atomic H. You can do it in the Pl condition if you understood 

what I drew on the screen, how you make CH3, you can make a condition that you 

create a CH bond field in that process that you create Deuterium and again you create a 

condition with the D with the CH3,   (2:45). that you create a balance of H.  

 

 

 

(2:53).  The only way you change the structure is the composition of additional fields of 

the higher order, this is how you open the doors in the SS, once you create it you decide 

the position of the space, at that point you create a different MG field. Let me explain 

for you, these teachings brings things we don't want to teach, but we are there for ?? 

you. In a SS you never have a body, or an entrance or exit, if you use a 3 layers built in 

your reactors, a combination of the fields of D, T and H, you get a silver material.  this 

leads to a solidification of matter if you want to have that, but there is a specific way to 

produce it, it gives you a shinny silver color, whitish sometimes, this material you 

cannot destroy, with man's knowledge and all the tools you have you can't touch it. The 

only way, because you created it out of the interaction of the fields, the only way to 

create a doorway is by creating a field lock, there are no doors or hinges.  (2:55).  you 

create a field ?? block, the integrity of the door stays but at that point you open up the 

MG field. And then that is your gateway. In the space the only way you create a door to 

get in and out is by changing MG fields and not by a physical door, you never created 

one. 28 

 

 

(2:59). Can you explain what you mean by coherent? When we plug into the wall, for 

example with our reactors we get all the energy fields of the AC current creating havoc 

on the energy fields we create with the reactors. Let teach you something that should 

theoretically stop that. When you plug your system into the wall don't do it directly, 

connect it first to a MaGrav S and then to the wall. The N layer converts the energy into 

a Pl condition, so you'll be working in a Pl condition. When you connect directly into 

the wall you are interfacing Pl with the matter state. You have hundreds of MaGrav 

Units use one as an interface converter. Would those fields become more coherent? Yes, 

in a way because now it goes by demand. Do you remember in the Ambassador meeting 

in Rome when Arman plugged in the drill from the US 110 volts and the European drill 

220 volts and they both worked and we made a lot of noise, because the system takes 

what it needs according to the time and energy it needs to release itself back into the 

system. It should be very coherent, but this is part of the T you use the MaGrav S as an 

adapter to the energy levels you want.  (3:01). Thank you that is a big help. Don't forget 

my payment. I give you so much information and it's all free. Can I get paid please, 

some energy levels would be good enough, there is no cash in the bank, we don't need. 

Arman is there, he'll take care of you. (Keshe laughs).  But now you understand how 

you make matter state with your reactors, and this is the way it works, operates. Mr. 

Keshe, Bret just said I give my love, and we were discussing last night in the Keshe Pl 

group, about the idea of things in the U out in space that might have this attractive force 

for each other, and the same with the rays shown in the Plasma animation they become 

aware of each other and somehow are attracted and then they intertwine and form that 

union, that fusion of Pl. So the word love comes up, do the rays feel love, the 

principality love that pervades the U, is that what is between the D, T, and H layers in 

the space craft, the coherent energy John is talking about? In a way it is the balance 



energy that we all share. (3:03). This is how your brain works, the strength of the 

balance energy dictates the space of it. You were one of the first ones to create that 

hollow center (in the rotating ball). Now it will ?? engage according to different 

amounts of Gans outside, you'll see you'll create a vein through the fields. Do you 

remember when you created a core, rotated it and had a hollow in the center, now if you 

can put the Gans' around it which we saw with the Romanian, for example, then you if 

you can extend it, this is how your (blood) vein is created, this is why you have that gap 

so it can allow blood as a superconductor to flow through it without any attachment, if 

you put a series of cores next to each other then it is there (you'd create a vein).  (3:05). 

Q: When we put Gans water in plastic it looses its vibratory strength after about a half a 

day. We know that. This happens with patches. No, no it doesn't, let me explain, 

something is wrong I correct you straight away. Most of the people when they make 

patches they don't make a pure Gans, there are always a certain amount of Gans 

(particles) floating even if it looks pure. So the patches don't do, we spoke about this 

before. This was a trick used by someone before, he was saying this is what happens 

and he could sell more patches. So we stopped the rumors. Some people say it is not 

necessary to have a vibrating patch to heal, but what is your advice. I don't advise. 

(3:07). Your advice is to use Gans water in patches with tiny particles of Gans, okay? 

Yes, but the Gans is always. Here in Ghana when we tested it through the Board, after 

awhile they could see sediments at the bottom, we purified it and then came up with a 

new solution for purification. He asks about Parkinson Disease, can we use the same 

process as for Alzheimer and MS? It is slightly different. Alzheimer's is a neural 

connection, whereas Parkinson is a neural connection with disturbance in the Physical 

structure of the brain, slightly, it's between Alzheimer's and MS. You can't sue the same 

but partially you can.  (3:09).  

 

(3:17). 

(3:20).  oxidation on this planet is halfway between the gaseous and matter state.. 

(3:27). 

(3:29).  (he draws a spiral), all the H that are here are in respect to the center of the U, 

another one to do with the galaxy, another with the Solar System our sun, and at the 

same time it has a spiral that connects itself to the center of the Pl that it is a part of, and 

that Zn (?) sits here in this spiral, sorry it sits here, Cu, H here, because they all have 

MG fields and have to position themselves from the center (? Pl center). You have to 

think continuously in the totality of the Pl, but we have the beauty we can explain it in 

the matter state that you can understand, but you have to translate the info back into Pl 

condition. Each point on the spiral you have another spiral? Yes, but it is one Pl 

attached to another Pl according to the central strength. This is the knowledge of the 

science of the Pl we have to accept and understand it.  (3:31). Q; When is the end of 

Ramadan? Sunday. Happy eat.  What is the difference in a Pain Pen to have the center 

wire in a Gans or without?  In the major research we have done in (Ghana) Atomic,  

(3:32). when we take the Pen out and only use Gans Water we see higher by 1 point in 

alkalinity, when you put N coated material inside the Pen you create an attraction, its 

natural the Pen itself is N coated so it absorbs energy but it reduces the strength of the 

Pen or the N material. We have tested it that when you produce P Pens without the 

central pin, you have a much more effective system.  ?? the N material is black so you 

absorb some of the material in side, you ?? the layers so you reduce the strength. We 

know this because now we are entering clinical research in conjunction with FDA, that 

all these things (Pl products) will go through research with full data independent of KF 

we'll supply the scientists with the materials, and they have ?? the first 2 researches of 



the KF. One of the first data shows us that when you put a N material inside a Pen,  

(3:34). the strength reduces, which is natural and normal. We are now producing huge 

number of Pens for Ghana, these are all liquid, we don't use pins (? wires) anymore. 

First of all, it's more effective and secondly it's cheaper you just have to make Gans 

material. Because we are all connected I wish that all the Moslems all over the world 

open this channel and listen. If you start to understand more about the Gans you can't 

play in 2 houses unless you want a specific effect, you play with Gans, or N material, or 

with a matter state or a Gans liquid. When you interact them and mix them you have to 

understand who is playing what game and what strength is absorbed. .. where is Alzar, 

very strange. (3:36). Lucy shows photo of Chinese Medical Unit using glass tubes and 

put Gans Water. It's amazing. (3:38). He's got all the tubes exactly the same length 

between 2 walls and patient goes in between. Klaus this is a very easy system to make. 

(3:42). Teaches further, if you make a chamber that you can adjust the dynamic flow by 

changing the Gans to fit each different disease.  

 

(3:45).  

(3:50).  

(3:52). Shows a spiral bottle filled with Gans it spreads evenly. Go to the court in 

Belgium on Monday, tell the judge that DL is the one who wrote the contract and he is a 

criminal. Go to the court because we want the KF to be free of these criminals from 

taking it over. What happens in the court will determine what happens to the KF and 

where we go from there.  

end. 

 


